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Motivation
Core-collapse supernovae most sensitive to
low-density nucleonic matter

Conditions at neutrinosphere (surface of
last scattering of neutrinos):

T ~ 4 MeV from ~20 SN1987a events

n ~ 1011-1012 g/cm3 from n σ ~ n (GFEν)2 ~ R-1

What is the equation of state and neutrino response
of nuclear matter near the neutrinosphere?

Fugacity small  for

Virial exansion gives model-independent answers for SN neutrinosphere
Horowitz, AS (2006)

Before and after SN1987A



Very low-density physics is large scattering length physics
can tune scattering length of cold atoms via Feshbach resonances

Properties continuous across resonance, desire systematic approach
that includes bound nuclei and resonant interactions on equal footing

Nuclear interactions/reactions have many large scattering lengths:
all nucleon-nucleon, neutron-alpha P3/2 , alpha-alpha 0+, 2+,…

Greiner, Regal, Jin (2003) Bourdel et al. (2003); Tarruell et al. (2007)



Virial expansion:          general formalism for low n, high T
assumptions: gas phase, T > any Tcrit , fugacity        small
Neutron matter

Second virial coefficient ~ 2-particle partition fn

For infinite scattering length a = ±∞
bn= 3/25/2 =0.53, not kFa expansion,
tested in cold atoms Ho, Mueller (2004);
Thomas et al. (2005)

Second virial coefficient for neutrons
approx T independent bn=0.30, leads
to scaling E/Efree=P/Pfree=ξ(T/TF)

Previous work Buchler, Coon (1977); Pratt et al. (1987); Venugopalan, Prakash (1992); Roepke at al.
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Neutron matter equation of state

Fugacity small for

Comparison to Friedman, Pandharipande (×)

Error estimates due to
neglected

• z = 0.5



Nuclear matter
deuterons enter as bound state contribution to
nuclei as bound state contributions to bA, limits nucleon virial expansion

at low densities, nuclear matter mainly composed of n,p and α particles,
include α particles explicity, to second-order in fugacities zn, zp, zα

second virial coefficients directly from NN, Nα, αα phase shifts and Ed

model-independent description of matter in thermal equilibrium

consider chemical equilibrium
adjust zn, zp to reproduce desired baryon density and proton fraction

can include heavy nuclei at higher densities with zA
virial bNA,… correct NSE models for strong interactions between nuclei



Virial coefficients
neglected Coulomb (use np,nα phase shifts; b2 for plane wave bc),
mixing parameters and inelasticities in scattering, can improve this

for bNN: all L≤6 from Nijmegen PWA93, includes deuteron and large 1S0 scattering
lengths on equal footing

for bαn: all L≤3 from Arndt, Roper (1970) for E<20 MeV, Amos, Karataglidis (2005) optical
model for higher E, includes P3/2 resonance

for bαα: all L≤6 from Afzal et al. (1969) for E<30 MeV, Bacher et al. (1972) for 30<E<70 MeV
includes 0+,2+ resonances

virial coefficients dominated by resonant (large a) interactions

αn αα



Composition: α mass fraction
Hierarchy of virial contributions:

bNN more important than bαn , bα
bαn attractive due to P3/2 resonance

Estimate errors due to neglected
third virial coefficient b3 ~ ±10

α mass fraction differs from
LS=Lattimer-Swesty, Shen et al. EOS
used in SN simulations

LS models nα interaction with
repulsive excluded volume

bNN bαn

T=4 MeV, Yp=0.5



α mass fraction for various T
α fractions drop in LS/
Shen at high density due
to formation of heavy A

limits validity of n,p,α
virial EOS

for T>10 MeV, models
underestimate α fraction 

T=20 MeV

xα important for spin/neutrino response, since α particles have J=0



Pressure
T=10 MeV T=4 MeV

Variational calculations Friedman, Pandharipande fail to describe α contributions

Pressure agrees well with LS, Shen et al. EOS



Entropy reflects composition (proton and α fraction)

LS may predict too few α particles in nuclear matter
Good agreement for extremely neutron-rich matter
Breakdown of virial EOS due to heavy nuclei, while fugacities z < 0.2

Entropy

Yp=0.5, T=4 MeV Yp=0.05, T=4 MeV

• z = 0.5



Energy of low-density nuclear matter
find large E/A at low densities due to clustering, α particles crucial
E/A ≈ const. even for 1/100 nuclear matter density

E/A ≈ const. requires α particles, heavy nuclei and larger clusters



Symmetry energy

large SE at low density due to
clustering

large SE confirmed in near
Fermi-energy HI collisions

triangles: 64Zn+92Mo/197Au
(Yp=0.44) Kowalski et al. TAMU (2006)

T=4 MeV



Consistent neutrino response
Cross section for elastic νN scattering in n,p,α matter

Sa describes axial/spin response, Sv vector/density response

virial expansion provides consistent, model-independent response in
long-wavelength limit. Neutron matter:

axial response from spin-polarized matter see Burrows, Sawyer (1998)

z+/- fugacity for spin ↑/↓, axial za=(z+/z-)1/2

virial coeff b+/- for neutron-neutron with like ↑↑ / opposite ↑↓ spins



Response of neutron matter

virial vector response is attractive Sv>1, disagrees with RPA of
Burrows, Sawyer (×) use Landau parameters of symmetric nuclear matter for all Yp

virial axial response is repulsive Sa<1, follows from Pauli principle,
qualitatively similar to Burrows, Sawyer (+)

weak q dependence
in RPA response 



Response of nuclear matter

attractive nn, nα, αα interactions increase prob to find n or α particles
close together, increase local weak charge, leads to attractive Sv>1
total virial response σ=Stotσ0 larger than RPA due to α contributions

Yp=0.5

Yp=0.3

Yp=0.1

Horowitz, AS, in prep.



Virial equation of state with light nuclei

included A=3 nuclei and nucleon-A=3 virial coefficients

A=3 nuclei decrease alpha mass fraction, small effects of bN-A=3

near neutrinosphere ~10% in A=3

d, 3H, 4He mass fractions can be comparable for neutron-rich matter

O’Connor et al. (2007)

O’Connor, Horowitz, AS, in prep.

T=4 MeV   n=1012g/cm3



Neutrino breakup of A=3
energy transfer

can be dominated by breakup of
loosely-bound A=3 nuclei

O’Connor et al. (2007)



Light nuclei and neutrino-driven supernova outflows

Light nuclei present in substantial amounts
in outer layers of protoneutron star

dominated by d, 3H (and 4He)

Arcones et al. (2008)t=2s
dashed=simulation →
dotted=NSE
solid=virial

t=5s

t=7s

t=10s



Light nuclei and neutrino-driven supernova outflows

absorption of electron
antineutrinos on d, 3H
dominates over p

Arcones et al. (2008)t=2s
dashed=simulation
dotted=NSE
solid=virial

t=5s

t=7s

t=10s



Light nuclei and neutrino-driven supernova outflows
Arcones et al. (2008)

impact of light nuclei on electron
antineutrino emission and wind Ye
compared to reference case A



Possibility of perturbative nuclear matter with NN and 3N
start from chiral EFT to given order, soften with RG
nuclear matter converged at ≈ 2nd order,
motivated by Weinberg eigenvalue analysis
reduced cutoff dependence at low densities, 3N drives saturation
Bogner, AS, Furnstahl, Nogga (2005) + improvements, in prep.

provides guidance to UNEDF http://unedf.org
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Nuclear matter with NN and 3N
comparison of 3N fits to 3H, 4He binding energies vs. 3H be, 4He radius
Bogner et al., in prep.

radius constraint improves cutoff dependence



Neutron matter from NN and 3N

low densities from large scattering length and effective range
AS, Pethick (2005)



Neutron matter and non-universal corrections

phase shifts characterize strength of interaction

effective range important, weakens interactions at higher momenta

idea: large-N expansion, N = number of particles/resonantly-int. pairs
AS, Pethick (2005)

Feshbach resonance δ=π/2 
scattering length ann

typical kF in
neutron star crust

ann + effective range
(non-universal)
re = 2.7fm



Neutron matter and non-universal corrections
di-fermion EFT for large scattering length and large effective range
Weinberg (1963), Kaplan (1997),…

leading-order neutron matter E/N for                 or
AS, Pethick (2005)

next-to-leading-order superfluid pairing gap
Reuter, AS, in prep.

microscopic calculations
within EFT error bands



Neutron matter from NN and 3N

Tolos, Friman, AS (2007)

uncertainties from ci overwhelm errors due to cutoff variation,
mainly c3 for neutron matter

lower c3 (Δ dominated): less repulsion, similar to results of AV18+UIX

small cutoff variation
c3 uncertainties



virial equation of state provides model-independent constraints
for low-density nuclear matter and neutrino response

based directly on scattering phase shifts, includes bound states
and resonant interactions on equal footing

important for supernova neutrinosphere

light nuclei can be present in significant amounts,
d and 3H favored for neutron-rich conditions

include light nuclei and interactions with neutrinos in supernova
and neutrino-driven wind simulations

equation of state based on low-momentum interactions at
intermediate densities, with neutrino response Lykasov, Pethick, AS

Summary


